Surviving Teen “Boot Camp”

T

he high school years can feel like a prolonged episode of “Survivor” for many
teens. After feeling inadequate through
most of his high school years, one
young man likened his high school years to “four
years of boot camp”. He constantly struggled
with loneliness and
fears of rejection.

What this young
man did not realize
is that the one commonality we share
with every other person is that we are all
inadequate. No one
has a perfect life. If
we try to present
ourselves as ‘cool’,
we may do things to
Joan M. Schultz
be accepted by others who are also parading a false front. By trying
to gain popularity we may make poor choices and
act against what we know to be right. Often in an
effort to be accepted ourselves, we may put others
down, in order to improve our own ‘placement in
the peck order’. Recognize that this is a defence
mechanism – those who do it most are the most
insecure, earning a poor reputation and no loyalty
from those they are trying so hard to impress.
Thus we can end up feeling even worse about ourselves when we strive to be popular. True friends
will value our authentic selves, quirks and all.
How can we build healthy relationships with
others despite our insecurities? Following are a
few simple strategies that translate to any situation, at any stage of life, but are especially important for those in their teen years who struggle with
a fear of rejection most intensely.
1. Remember that everyone is in the
same boat!
Observing people around you reveals that most
struggle with feelings of inferiority. Insecurities
can be evidenced in pushy and aggressive behaviours, withdrawing from social situations, being
obsessed with one’s appearance or seeking approval
from others. In some way every individual develops their own mechanisms to cover up their feelings of inadequacy. Once you recognize that others feel the same way you do, you never again need
to feel alone. Everyone is afraid of embarrassment
and ridicule. As one author put it, “we’re all sitting in the same leaky boat, trying to plug the
holes!”
2. Begin to build bridges
Once we recognize that every person is attempting to cover up their own inadequacies in some
way, we see why courtesy and kindness are such a
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powerful tools in making friends. Simple acts of
caring tell others that they are important to us, regardless of their flaws. Showing someone else that
they are likeable often results in the beginnings of
a bridge of friendship between people. The simplest things - a smile, an open door or a friendly
word opens the possibilities of friendship. There
is one catch: we must be willing to move out of
our comfort zone in order to build the bridges.
3. Discover a skill/ Pursue an interest
Consider whether a skill you can develop
could connect you with a group of like-minded
peers. A young man recently described how he
handled his first years of “boot camp” in High
School. By getting involved in an extracurricular
Jazz band he made friends, toured new places and
“filled up the discouraging emptiness of recess
and lunch hours”. He also developed competency and respect from others that he didn’t know
was possible.
4. Play Conversational catch
We all know that to play catch, it takes two.
Likewise with conversations. If you are asked a
question, ask a question back. Imagine you are
throwing a verbal ball. To look away, to fall silent, or to disengage from participation is a signal

you don’t want the
conversation to
continue. Many
people struggle
with their shyness
in the initial stages of conversations with others.
Think of questions to ask before you are in a social situation, if you need to. Read up on current
news. Listen to current songs. Have something to
talk about. People skills are much like any other
skill type. They need to be practised.
5. Forget popularity
Remember that good friendships take time.
Being popular allows you to be “the flavour of
the month” for a short period of time and depends on how one fits the trend of the moment.
But true friendship is built with others who share
similar life values as you, who treat you and others respectfully and follow through on promises
made. True friendship takes time to establish,
and is built with caring, trust and loyalty. It has
been said that if someone has three to five good
friends in a lifetime, they have done well. Friends
keep us feeling connected and valued, and are always worth any effort. They are the key to survival in the “boot camps” of life. ■
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A Resolution For My Dad

T

oby looked quizzically at his father,
who paused as he considered the
question his own sister, Toby’s
aunt, had just posed. What was his
New Year’s Resolution going to be?

Toby’s own resolution had been easy- to
continue in his quest to be the first student
in Miss Picton’s grade three class to read 100
books,
thereby
winning the coveted prize, a $25
Playdium certificate…but
who
would he go with?
...his Mom or his
Dad?…His Dad
seemed to really
like Playdium and
it would be fun to
race against him on
that
Motorcross
Nancy Michel
game... but his
Mom so often
Registered Psychologist
seemed SAD these
days… and she had looked like she was having fun when they’d all gone to Playdium
last year. Maybe that would cheer her up.
Toby often felt like
he was the tightrope walker he had
seen in the circus
last summer… being so careful about
what he said or did
so as NOT TO
HURT Mom and
NOT TO OFFEND Dad. Life
had become so
much more complicated since his
parents’ separation
last Spring. They
hadn’t even gone to
their Mayne Island cottage where Toby and
Mom had usually spent every summer. Dad
had explained that the cottage actually belonged to HIS side of the family, and Mom
was no longer welcome. Even so, Dad didn’t
go ONCE with Toby last summer. It all

seemed pretty weird now… like having to
MAKE AN APPOINTMENT to see your
Dad… or to see your Mom, when he was already with Dad. Just last year both Mom
and Dad were easily within reach, just beyond his bedroom door…and Toby hadn’t
ever considered that could change… then his
Dad had moved out, to that little apartment

“He knew that if Dad made
that kind of resolution, Toby’s
own life would be a little easier.
And what about Mom?”
until something MORE SUITABLE became
available… and now Toby’s house had a For
Sale sign outside… well at least with his
SHARE from the house, Dad might be able
to unload his noisy roommate, Alex, who
was ALWAYS watching the TV and eating
ALL the good cereal in the kitchen. But Toby realized things could be even worse; his
best friend Justin, whose parents separated
not long before Toby’s, complained about his
own father’s STUPID girlfriend and her
REALLY ANNOYING kids. Toby thought
that it might sometimes be okay to have
some
playmates
around, but at least he
didn’t have to share his
Mom or Dad with
someone else, that
would
be
TOO
MUCH... it was still
pretty strange being
ONLY with Mom or
ONLY with Dad… it
gave him a kind of
lonely feeling, especially when Mom often
seemed sad and worried. Toby still wondered
why
they
couldn’t be all together.
They’d tried to explain, but their reasons
seemed kind of dumb. Toby had begged
them to TRY AGAIN… and he’d offered to
help solve THEIR problems by keeping HIS
room tidy and cleaning up after the dog,
Ruffus. Toby wouldn’t stop looking for

GOOD SIGNS but they sure were hard to
find, especially with his Mom complaining
about EVERYTHING his Dad had done
TO EVERYONE and the way his Dad
talked to his Mom, CALLING HER
NAMES and SWEARING at her when he
didn’t like her comments and questions…
didn’t Dad know that was HIS Mom and
those names cut Toby like a sword?…
Toby jolted as his Aunt Carrie gently
poked him, playfully teasing him about being “out there… somewhere near Seventh
HEAVEN”. Toby nodded and realized privately that he was probably a little closer to
HELL. How he hated it when his thoughts
drifted towards ALL those things that had
changed since his parent’s separation … it always left him feeling DOWN… and POWERLESS. But, what had his father’s answer
been; what was his Resolution? Could it have
been to TALK NICELY to Mom and to
NEVER SWEAR at her again? Toby crossed
his fingers tightly, and then
his legs too, for extra good
luck. He knew that if Dad
made that kind of resolution, Toby’s own life would
be a little easier. And what
about Mom? What if she resolved to ONLY SPEAK
FAIRLY about his Dad? Toby folded his arms across his
chest, squeezed shut his eyes
and made a wish. He hoped
that wasn’t too much for an
eight year old to ask. ■
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Helping Children Cope with Divorce

D

ivorcing couples may experience grief symptoms similar to those which occur
around a death. Some people will tell
you that the pain can be worse than a
death, particularly if the separation/divorce is not wanted.
Children of divorcing parents
grieve as well. They also experience a
cluster of symptoms described as
“separation anxiety”. These symptoms include: regression (acting
younger than actual age, which may
include
bed
wetting or soiling with younger children),
whiney or irritable behaviours (similar to
those exhibited
by a tired
child),
and
clingy possessiveness.
Denis Boyd
Most of the
Registered Psychologist
separation anxiety symptoms will settle down over
time, with the exception of possessiveness. The only way to help a
child get beyond this sensitivity is for
the caregiving parent to get on with
the routine of life. Normal routines
often involve being apart from
the children from
time to time.
A child suffering
through the loss
of a marriage
breakdown may
be clingy and reluctant to release
the parent. It is
as if he or she is
thinking that if
one parent got
away, there is a
threat that this
one will also leave
and not come
back.
PsycHealth, Winter 2003

When a parent leaves a child and
returns soon after, over time the child
will feel assured that he will not be
abandoned. This concern, however,

“It is very important
to listen to and respond
to the feelings of a child,
as a means of offering
support”.
may surface again from time to time.
If a child has been adopted, there
may be an exaggerated fear of abandonment. This fear may be awakened as a result of the original parting with the birth parent. The older
the child at the time of separation
from the birth parent, the more intense this upset
may be.
The level of
openness about
adoption may also
affect the adjustment of an adopted child at the
time of divorce.
If the adoption
story was shared
freely, with many
opportunities for
questions, there
will be less of a
chance of “over
sensitivity.”
There are three
suggestions for
parents in terms of supporting their
children when any loss occurs. First,
listen to them; second, respond honestly; and third, keep it simple.
It is very important to listen to and
respond to the feelings of a child, as a
means of offering support. It is
amazing how few adults know how
to listen well. Many people still listen in a reactionary fashion, as they

did when they were children. When
I counsel couples, I frequently hear,
“It is not what he says that bothers
me, it’s the way he says it. It’s his
tone of voice!” Effective listeners understand that tone is an indication
that a particular feeling resides within
the speaker, a feeling he may not even
realize is there. Hearing and acknowledging the feeling, instead of
reacting to the tone of voice, is the
main challenge for parents listening
to one another, as well as to their
children.
Honest responses to questions
should not damage the integrity of
the other parent. There are times
when the pain experienced by the divorcing parents is so strong that they
attempt to get at each other through
the children and this causes tremendous distress for
the children themselves. (In counselling research,
the term “parental
has
alienation”
evolved to describe
the behaviour of a
parent who speaks
negatively about
his/her ex-partner
with the children.)
Each parent should
try, when speaking
to the children, to
keep his or her answers simple and
to the point and
not colour them
with emotion.
These suggestions apply when listening to a child
at any time, but particularly when
there is grief related to a marriage
breakdown. Supportive listening,
with reassurance that the child is
loved and will not be abandoned, will
go a long way to easing concerns all
around. ■
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Forgiveness
Is Healthy
The International Forgiveness Institute of
the University of Wisconsin has been researching a topic usually associated with religion.
Most of us accept the reality that forgiving
another person who has wronged us will bring
spiritual peace. But can it also bring psychological health?
Gathering information from traditional,
philosophical, psychological and developmental sources, as well as personal anecdotes and
surveys, the IFI has come up with a functional
definition of forgiveness.
Forgiveness is moral, as it reacts in a positive way to a moral wrongdoing.
Forgiveness reflects goodwill as it restrains
from revenge, offering generosity and contributing to the betterment of the other person.
Forgiveness is paradoxical as it forgoes revenge,
even if the other person deserves it, and offers
instead mercy, generosity and love. Forgiveness
goes beyond duty in that it is a freely chosen
gift that overcomes wrongdoing with good.
We are reminded that when we forgive another person, this does not necessarily mean
that we forget, deny, condone, excuse, condemn or seek justice or compensation.
Are forgiveness and reconciliation the same?
Forgiveness involves one person’s moral response
to another’s injustice, but reconciliation involves
two parties coming together in mutual respect.
How do we forgive?
There are four phases in the forgiving
process.
The first is the uncovering phase, where we
recognize the emotional pain that has resulted
from an unjust injury and try to function effectively despite it.
The second phase is the decision phase
where we entertain the idea of forgiveness and
forgo any thoughts of revenge.
The third phase is the work phase, where
we try to understand the other person, accept
the pain he has caused and be willing to offer
him goodwill.
The fourth phase is the outcome/deepening
phase where we realize that by forgiving the
other person, we have achieved emotional relief and may discover a new purpose in life.
“As we give the gift of forgiveness we
ourselves are healed.”
For more information on forgiveness,
you may wish to log onto the International Forgiveness Institute’s Web Site at
www.forgiveness-institute.org ■
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WORKSHOPS
MARRIAGE CAN BE GREAT!
A three hour workshop which offers practical suggestions on
how to enrich a relationship.

Topics include:
• Making Peace with the Past
• Growth Within Marriage
• Listening, Consulting and Co-creating
• The Ultimate Means of Reducing Stress
• The Value of Co-operation
• Time-out Strategy to Alleviate Conflict
• Unconditional Love
• The Importance of Playtime
• Self Esteem as a Product of Relationship
• And More
Presented by Denis Boyd (Registered Psychologist)
Denis has been counselling couples to healthier marriages for 24 years.
He has a practical and relaxed presentation style.

Monday, February 24, 2003 - 7:00 to 10:00 PM
202-1046 Austin Avenue, Coquitlam, BC - Phone: 604-931-7211
Cost: $25.00 ($40.00 per couple)
(Handouts and refreshments included in the registration) Limited Enrollment

CDs/Audio Tapes
Offered by
Denis Boyd, M.A.
Registered Psychologist

Marriage Can Be Great!
Is your marriage feeling flat?
Is it running rough?
You may need a tune-up or perhaps a rebuild.
This presentation offers you ways to revitalize your relationship.
Topics include Attitude, Daily Talk Times, Consultation and Collaboration.

Living Through Grief
Have you suffered a loss or death of a loved one?
Are you hurting and confused about what is happening to you?
This presentation touches upon healthy (and unhealthy) grief reactions.
Learn the steps of “Good Grieving.”
Help yourself and loved ones live through this difficult time of life.

Stress Survival
Feeling overwhelmed, out of focus and exhausted?
You may be stressed out.
How do you cope with stress?
Do you have a “stress survival program?”
This presentation outlines symptoms and sources of everyday stress
Learn some practical solutions for managing this stress.
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has
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evolved to describe
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parent who speaks
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Each parent should
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Surviving Teen “Boot Camp”

T

he high school years can feel like a prolonged episode of “Survivor” for many
teens. After feeling inadequate through
most of his high school years, one
young man likened his high school years to “four
years of boot camp”. He constantly struggled
with loneliness and
fears of rejection.

What this young
man did not realize
is that the one commonality we share
with every other person is that we are all
inadequate. No one
has a perfect life. If
we try to present
ourselves as ‘cool’,
we may do things to
Joan M. Schultz
be accepted by others who are also parading a false front. By trying
to gain popularity we may make poor choices and
act against what we know to be right. Often in an
effort to be accepted ourselves, we may put others
down, in order to improve our own ‘placement in
the peck order’. Recognize that this is a defence
mechanism – those who do it most are the most
insecure, earning a poor reputation and no loyalty
from those they are trying so hard to impress.
Thus we can end up feeling even worse about ourselves when we strive to be popular. True friends
will value our authentic selves, quirks and all.
How can we build healthy relationships with
others despite our insecurities? Following are a
few simple strategies that translate to any situation, at any stage of life, but are especially important for those in their teen years who struggle with
a fear of rejection most intensely.
1. Remember that everyone is in the
same boat!
Observing people around you reveals that most
struggle with feelings of inferiority. Insecurities
can be evidenced in pushy and aggressive behaviours, withdrawing from social situations, being
obsessed with one’s appearance or seeking approval
from others. In some way every individual develops their own mechanisms to cover up their feelings of inadequacy. Once you recognize that others feel the same way you do, you never again need
to feel alone. Everyone is afraid of embarrassment
and ridicule. As one author put it, “we’re all sitting in the same leaky boat, trying to plug the
holes!”
2. Begin to build bridges
Once we recognize that every person is attempting to cover up their own inadequacies in some
way, we see why courtesy and kindness are such a
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powerful tools in making friends. Simple acts of
caring tell others that they are important to us, regardless of their flaws. Showing someone else that
they are likeable often results in the beginnings of
a bridge of friendship between people. The simplest things - a smile, an open door or a friendly
word opens the possibilities of friendship. There
is one catch: we must be willing to move out of
our comfort zone in order to build the bridges.
3. Discover a skill/ Pursue an interest
Consider whether a skill you can develop
could connect you with a group of like-minded
peers. A young man recently described how he
handled his first years of “boot camp” in High
School. By getting involved in an extracurricular
Jazz band he made friends, toured new places and
“filled up the discouraging emptiness of recess
and lunch hours”. He also developed competency and respect from others that he didn’t know
was possible.
4. Play Conversational catch
We all know that to play catch, it takes two.
Likewise with conversations. If you are asked a
question, ask a question back. Imagine you are
throwing a verbal ball. To look away, to fall silent, or to disengage from participation is a signal

you don’t want the
conversation to
continue. Many
people struggle
with their shyness
in the initial stages of conversations with others.
Think of questions to ask before you are in a social situation, if you need to. Read up on current
news. Listen to current songs. Have something to
talk about. People skills are much like any other
skill type. They need to be practised.
5. Forget popularity
Remember that good friendships take time.
Being popular allows you to be “the flavour of
the month” for a short period of time and depends on how one fits the trend of the moment.
But true friendship is built with others who share
similar life values as you, who treat you and others respectfully and follow through on promises
made. True friendship takes time to establish,
and is built with caring, trust and loyalty. It has
been said that if someone has three to five good
friends in a lifetime, they have done well. Friends
keep us feeling connected and valued, and are always worth any effort. They are the key to survival in the “boot camps” of life. ■
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oby looked quizzically at his father,
who paused as he considered the
question his own sister, Toby’s
aunt, had just posed. What was his
New Year’s Resolution going to be?

Toby’s own resolution had been easy- to
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in Miss Picton’s grade three class to read 100
books,
thereby
winning the coveted prize, a $25
Playdium certificate…but
who
would he go with?
...his Mom or his
Dad?…His Dad
seemed to really
like Playdium and
it would be fun to
race against him on
that
Motorcross
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game... but his
Mom so often
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seemed SAD these
days… and she had looked like she was having fun when they’d all gone to Playdium
last year. Maybe that would cheer her up.
Toby often felt like
he was the tightrope walker he had
seen in the circus
last summer… being so careful about
what he said or did
so as NOT TO
HURT Mom and
NOT TO OFFEND Dad. Life
had become so
much more complicated since his
parents’ separation
last Spring. They
hadn’t even gone to
their Mayne Island cottage where Toby and
Mom had usually spent every summer. Dad
had explained that the cottage actually belonged to HIS side of the family, and Mom
was no longer welcome. Even so, Dad didn’t
go ONCE with Toby last summer. It all

seemed pretty weird now… like having to
MAKE AN APPOINTMENT to see your
Dad… or to see your Mom, when he was already with Dad. Just last year both Mom
and Dad were easily within reach, just beyond his bedroom door…and Toby hadn’t
ever considered that could change… then his
Dad had moved out, to that little apartment

“He knew that if Dad made
that kind of resolution, Toby’s
own life would be a little easier.
And what about Mom?”
until something MORE SUITABLE became
available… and now Toby’s house had a For
Sale sign outside… well at least with his
SHARE from the house, Dad might be able
to unload his noisy roommate, Alex, who
was ALWAYS watching the TV and eating
ALL the good cereal in the kitchen. But Toby realized things could be even worse; his
best friend Justin, whose parents separated
not long before Toby’s, complained about his
own father’s STUPID girlfriend and her
REALLY ANNOYING kids. Toby thought
that it might sometimes be okay to have
some
playmates
around, but at least he
didn’t have to share his
Mom or Dad with
someone else, that
would
be
TOO
MUCH... it was still
pretty strange being
ONLY with Mom or
ONLY with Dad… it
gave him a kind of
lonely feeling, especially when Mom often
seemed sad and worried. Toby still wondered
why
they
couldn’t be all together.
They’d tried to explain, but their reasons
seemed kind of dumb. Toby had begged
them to TRY AGAIN… and he’d offered to
help solve THEIR problems by keeping HIS
room tidy and cleaning up after the dog,
Ruffus. Toby wouldn’t stop looking for

GOOD SIGNS but they sure were hard to
find, especially with his Mom complaining
about EVERYTHING his Dad had done
TO EVERYONE and the way his Dad
talked to his Mom, CALLING HER
NAMES and SWEARING at her when he
didn’t like her comments and questions…
didn’t Dad know that was HIS Mom and
those names cut Toby like a sword?…
Toby jolted as his Aunt Carrie gently
poked him, playfully teasing him about being “out there… somewhere near Seventh
HEAVEN”. Toby nodded and realized privately that he was probably a little closer to
HELL. How he hated it when his thoughts
drifted towards ALL those things that had
changed since his parent’s separation … it always left him feeling DOWN… and POWERLESS. But, what had his father’s answer
been; what was his Resolution? Could it have
been to TALK NICELY to Mom and to
NEVER SWEAR at her again? Toby crossed
his fingers tightly, and then
his legs too, for extra good
luck. He knew that if Dad
made that kind of resolution, Toby’s own life would
be a little easier. And what
about Mom? What if she resolved to ONLY SPEAK
FAIRLY about his Dad? Toby folded his arms across his
chest, squeezed shut his eyes
and made a wish. He hoped
that wasn’t too much for an
eight year old to ask. ■
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